Boiling CHF was assumed to happen based on hydrodynamic instability, and the value was thought to be unaffected by the surface condition of heater so far. However, it has been understood that the CHF value changes systematically depending on experimental conditions according to a series of experiment of the authors. As the reason, it is assumed that CHF occurs based on heterogeneous spontaneous nucleation (HSN). Especially, it appears remarkably in transient boil CHF. Moreover, it is thought that HSN physically influences the surface condition. In this study, the transient pool boiling CHF for exponential heat generation rates with various periods for saturated and subcooled liquids at various pressures were investigated to clarify the effects of surface conditions such as commercially-available and roughly-finished surface cylinders in water, ethanol and FC-72. It was clarified that the trend of CHF for the shorter periods was significantly affected by the surface conditions.
Introduction
The sound development of knowledge for generalized saturated and subcooled pool boiling CHF mechanisms and those correlations for various test heater configurations and surface conditions in water and wetting liquid such as ethanol, liquid nitrogen, liquid helium and Fluorinert (FC liquids) etc, for wide range of subcoolings and pressures due to steady and transient heat generation rates is becoming increasingly important not only for the academic knowledge on the complex transition phenomena but also for the fundamental database of the design such as the high heat flux cooling systems using subcooled water pool boiling, the super-conducting magnets cooled by liquid helium and liquid nitrogen, the thermal control of microelectronic assemblies cooled by FC liquids for future super-computers.
Many aspects of saturated and subcooled pool boiling CHF have been investigated by many researchers for pressure, subcooling, test heater configurations, surface conditions, thermal properties, etc., assuming a CHF model mainly based on a kind of hydrodynamic instability (HI) at CHF. Recently the saturated and subcooled pool boiling CHF for a horizontal cylinder in water and wetting liquids such as liquid nitrogen and liquid helium were measured for a comparatively wide range of pressures and subcoolings. Then it was presented that there exists a new physical model due to explosive-like heterogeneous spontaneous nucleation (HSN) on the cylinder surface. HI model hardly depends on the heater surface condition. According to the new physical model, however, it is thought basically that HSN model depends on the surface energy and the cavity size distribution from a physical model on CHF, therefore, it depends on surface condition. This research is to clarify the mechanism of CHF which is confirmed that it depends on the HI and HSN model, and to apply a new physical model. The typical trend of the CHF values in relation to the heat generation rates shown with period is as follows: the CHF gradually increases with the decrease in period up to the maximum CHF from the steady-state one corresponding to the CHF for the period of 20 s, then the CHF decreases down to the minimum one and again increases with the decrease in period. It is assumed that there exist two different CHF mechanisms related to the period. The measured CHFs related to subcoolings for water, liquid nitrogen and liquid helium with pressures as a parameter disagreed with the corresponding values derived from the existing correlations given by Kutateladze (1) and Zuber (2) based on the model of CHF resulting from hydrodynamic instability (HI). However, those data were well described by the newly derived subcooled pool boiling CHF correlations derived by Fukuda et al. (3) and Sakurai et al. (4) - (8) by assuming that CHFs occur due to the hydrodynamic instability (HI), or the heterogeneous spontaneous nucleation (HSN) in originally flooded cavities which coexists with vapor bubbles growing up from active cavities.
The research of the effect of cylinder surface conditions on CHF remained unresolved for a long time. Recently the experiment in a pool of water was conducted by Sakurai (8) and Fukuda et al. (9) - (11) , and reviewed in detail. The present work is also in a series of the research process, which is changed into highly wetting liquids besides water to clarify the effect of surface condition in various wetting liquids. The purpose of the present work is to investigate the effect of the surface conditions such as the commercially-available surface (CS, Ra = 0.11 µm) and the roughly-finished surface (RS, Ra = 0.24 µm) with the different cavity size distribution and surface energy for saturated and subcooled liquids at various pressures on the transient pool boiling CHFs caused by the exponential heat generation rate with the e-fold times, periods. Also, it is clarified that the trend of CHF for the shorter periods meaning of higher heat generation rate is significantly affected by the test cylinder surface conditions in the experimental liquids. 
Nomenclature

Experimental Apparatus and Method
The experiment apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of a boiling vessel (main tank), a cylinder of test heater, a pressurizer, a control device of heat generation rate, a data measurement and processing system, and a high-speed video camera. The boiling vessel with inspection windows is made of stainless steel having an inner diameter of 200 mm and a height of 600 mm. The test heaters are 1.0-mm diameter horizontal cylinders with the different surface conditions of CS and RS finished by Emery-4 paper from CS, which are horizontally mounted in the vessel. The cylinder diameter is from the reference paper reported by J. H. Lienhard et al. (12) , (13) showing with the prediction curve for cylinder. The effective length of heater between the potential taps is about 31 mm. The heater was annealed in order to maintain an even properties and its electrical resistance versus temperature relation was calibrated in water and glycerin baths using a precision double bridge circuit. The calibration accuracy was estimated to be within ±0.5 K.
The average temperature of the test heater was measured by resistance thermometry using the heater itself. A double bridge circuit with the heater as a branch was first Table 1 Experimental conditions balanced at the bulk liquid temperature. The output voltages of the bridge circuit, together with the voltage drops across the potential taps of the heater and across a standard resistance, were amplified and passed through analog-todigital (A/D) converters installed in computer. These voltages were simultaneously sampled at a constant time interval that was changed depending on period. The fastest sampling speed of the A/D converter was 5 µs/channel. The average temperature was obtained by using the previously calibrated resistance-temperature relation. The heat generation rate of the test heater was determined from the current to the heater and the voltage difference between potential taps on the test heater. The surface temperature was obtained by solving the conduction equation in the heater under the conditions of the average temperature and heat generation rate. The instantaneous surface heat flux was obtained from the heat balance equation for a given heat generation rate. The experimental error was estimated to be about ±1 K in the heater surface temperature and ±2% in the heat flux.
The electric current was supplied to the test heater directly with a constant voltage direct-current power supply (maximum current 700 A) which provides a heat generation rate increased by exponential function, Q = Q 0 exp(t/τ). It was given exactly regardless of resistance changes of heater due to temperature change of heater.
The test liquid was degassed by keeping boiling and evacuating vapor for 30 minutes at least in the liquid feed tank. The test liquid was fully filled in the boiling vessel with the free surface only in the pressurizer and liquid feed tank. Liquid temperatures in the boiling vessel and in the pressurizer were separately controlled to realize the desired saturated and subcooled conditions. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions.
Typical Trend of CHF Versus Period for the CS Cylinder in Water
Fukuda et al. (3) suggested the several empirical equations representing transient CHF values versus periods belonging to the first and second groups in a pool of water for wide ranges of subcooling and pressure. The CHF belonging to the first group caused by the heat generation rates with a long period under a lower subcooling condition and a higher subcooled one is expressed by the Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. The CHF belonging to the second group with a short period is expressed by the Eq. (3).
1st group for lower subcooling (1)
1st group for hight subcooling (2) where the q st,sub is given by the quasi-steady-state CHF data in each experiment.
where
. K o and K 1 are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of zero-and firstorders. The symbol of h c is the heat transfer coefficient resulting from transient heat conduction, ∆T in (τ) is the initial boiling surface superheat due to the HSN in conduction regime, and ∆T sub is liquid subcooling.
The trend of q cr expressed by the Eq. (1) is due to the hydrodynamic instability (HI) at which the transition from fully-developed nucleate boiling (FDNB) to film boiling occurs. The transition mechanism has been already pointed out by Kutateladze (1) and Zuber (2) . The trend that the q cr values gradually increases with a decrease in period for the group is explained by the time lag of the HI by which the transition to film boiling occurs at the steadystate q cr (Sakurai et al. (6) ). On the other hand, the steadystate CHF, q st,sub , values for the subcooling higher than around 60 K at the higher pressures except the pressures lower than around 300 kPa become lower than those expected by the correlation based on the HI. It was assumed by Sakurai et al. (7) that the transition to film boiling at the steady-state CHF, q st,sub , due to the heat generation rate with the long period such as 20 s for subcoolings higher than around 60 K at pressures higher than around 400 kPa occurs due to the HSN at a lower limit of HSN temperature. Therefore, the trend of q cr values related to periods, expressed by the Eq. (2), become different from the corresponding curve estimated by Eq. (1) due to the HI. The q cr data in relation to the periods also gradually increases with a decrease in period because the HSN surface superheat depends on an increasing rate of surface superheat as mentioned previously by Sakurai et al. (6) The second group of q cr for the periods shorter than the period corresponding the minimum q cr is expressed by the Eq. (3). The q cr values for the periods at each pressure are expressed by a linear asymptotic line on a log-log graph, and those are considered that the direct boiling transition on the heater surface from non-boiling to film boiling as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is based on the HSN as mentioned before. As shown in the subsequent experimental results, the empirical equations (1) -(3) are effective for not only water but also the highly wetting liquids such as ethanol and FC-72. Figures 2 and 3 show the transient phenomenon at a pressure of 494 kPa for subcoolings of 0 K and 40 K in ethanol on a graph of heat flux, q, versus surface superheat, ∆T sat , defined by the difference between heater surface temperature and saturation temperature corresponding to the system pressure. The steady-state natural convection curve derived by Takeuchi et al. (14) , the heat conduction heat transfer curve derived by Sakurai et al. (15) and the steady-state film boiling curve derived by Sakurai et al. (16) , are also shown in the figure for comparison. The boiling processes caused by a steadily increasing heat generation rate with a period of 8.1 s are as follows: heat flux, q, increases along the natural convection curve at first and after the occurrence of initial boiling, q in , the surface superheat rapidly decreases, and q increases along the FDNB regime and reaches the CHF point, q cr , and then the transition to film boiling occurs. On the other hand, the boiling processes caused by an exponentially increasing heat generation rate with a period of 30 ms, show that the q value increases along the transient conduction heat transfer curve, then it shows a transition directly to film boiling without passing the nucleate boiling. The value q cr is equal to q in . As mentioned before, the transition processes can be classified into several groups and the transient CHFs caused by heat generation rates depend on the periods. The processes from non-boiling to FDNB or film boiling are completely different from each other from period to period. The values of initial boiling heat flux increase with a decrease in period, that is, as the period shortens, the heat conduction becomes predominant in heat transfer compared with the natural convection. As shown in the figure, the boiling process with a period of 8.1 s belongs to the first group and the one with a period of 30 ms belongs to the second group. In addition, although it is not shown in this figure, it could be also observed the third group with an intermediate period between the first and the second group. In the case of the boiling process with a period of 30 ms, it is considered that the direct boiling transition on the heater surface from non-boiling to film boiling is due to the HSN in previously flooded cavities on heater surface without the contribution of the active cavities entraining vapors for boiling incipience.
1 Heat transfer processes for different surface conditions
As shown in the figures, boiling initiation heat fluxes, q in , are different according to the periods with an exponential heat generation rate, but initial boiling surface superheat at that time doesn't so much affected by the surface conditions such as CS and RS of test cylinder. The critical heat fluxes, q cr , belonging to the first group are almost same each other, and q cr , belonging to the second group are almost same also though the values for the RS cylinder are slightly high compared with that for the cylinder with CS. Also in the case of the first group, it can be seen to that the curves for the test cylinder with RS move to the lower surface superheat side than those for the cylinder with CS in the FDNB regime. At the points of boiling initiation belonging to the first group, a large vapor tube is rapidly formed around each cylinder similar to that of boiling initiation belonging to the second group, then the vapor tubes collapsed rapidly, and large vapor bubbles broke away from the cylinder surface. After the detachment of the vapor bubbles, nucleate boiling from the active cavi-ties entraining vapor occurred with a decrease in surface superheat down to that of the FDNB regime.
After all, the critical heat fluxes, q cr , and boiling initiation heat fluxes, q in , obtained for the cylinder with CS are similar to those obtained for the cylinder with RS according to above test conditions, though the transition processes to film boiling becomes completely different due to the exponential heat generation rates shown with the period.
2 Effect of surface conditions on transient CHFs in water
The results of the CHF values, q cr , for Q = Q 0 exp(t/τ) with the periods, τ, ranging from 20 s down to 5 ms for saturated water at the pressures of 101.3 and 494 kPa, and for the subcooling, ∆T sub , of 60 K at the pressure of 494 kPa obtained for the cylinder with CS are shown in Fig. 4 . The q cr values for saturated conditions at the pressure of 101.3 kPa for the cylinder with RS derived by Fukuda et al. (9) , (11) , are also shown in the figure for comparison. The q cr values for all period at pressure of 101.3 kPa increase up to the maximum q cr first, then decrease down to the minimum q cr and again increase with the decreases in period. They are clearly separated into three groups; the first, second and third groups of q cr are for the long periods, for the short and the intermediate tested here as shown in the figure. On the other hand, the second groups of q cr for the saturated and subcooled conditions at the pressure of 494 kPa were not observed as shown in Fig. 4 .
The q cr values for the periods belonging to the first group at the saturated pressures of 101.3 and 494 kPa were well expressed by Eq. (1) which represents the CHF due to the HI, also those for the cylinder with CS and RS at the pressure of 101.3 kPa almost agreed with each other as shown in the figure. The q cr values for the subcooling of 60 K at the pressure of 494 kPa were well expressed by Eq. (2) which represents the CHF due to the HSN as mentioned before, so they occur due to the explosive-like HSN at the lower limit of HSN surface superheat though the nu- Fig. 4 The relation between q cr and τ at pressures of 101.3 and 494 kPa for the cylinder with CS in water cleate boiling due to active cavities on FDNB coexist. According to Fukuda et al. (9) , (11) research, the three groups of the CHFs for the periods in a pool of water were clearly observed for the cylinder with RS, though the CHFs for short periods belonging to the second group expressed by Eq. (3) were not observed for the cylinder with CS except those for the saturated condition at around atmospheric pressure. As shown in the Fig. 4 also, the second group does not appear for CS cylinder at the pressure of 494 kPa even during a shortest period test here. The reason is assumed that cavity contribution to vapor forming are more than RS cylinder, so that the heat flux slight increases with insufficient nucleate boiling. It can be supposed that the direct transitions belonging to the second group occur for the periods shorter than about 1 ms at the pressure of 494 kPa in water. Figures 5 and 6 show transient CHFs, q cr versus periods, τ, ranging from around 50 s down to 5 ms under saturated ethanol at various pressures, and for the liquid subcooling of 60 K at the pressure of 494 kPa on the cylinders (1) that represents the CHF due to the HI depending on pressures, and those at a pressure of 494 kPa for the subcooling of 60 K are expressed by Eq. (2) that represents the CHF due to the HSN mentioned before. The curves of the q cr for the periods for the cylinder with CS and RS almost agree with each other. On the other hand, the q cr values for a shorter period of 100 ms belonging to the second group are approximately expressed by Eq. (3), though the q cr values for RS cylinder existed at slightly higher than CS cylinder. In addition, the q cr values decrease with an increase in pressure with a fixed period because the lower limit of HSN surface superheat decreases with an increase in pressure (Sakurai et al. (6) ). The q cr values also increase with a decrease in period. The direct or semi-direct transitions at the CHF occurs from non-boiling regime to film boiling without or with the heat flux increase for a short period, and the minimum q cr values for the longest period for the second group at each pressure are much lower than the corresponding steady-state CHF. The minimum q cr values obtained for CS cylinder disagree with those obtained for RS cylinder. A range of period for third group q cr for the cylinder with RS becomes narrow in comparison with that for the cylinder with CS. As a result, a range of period for the second group q cr becomes wider in a range of period. In the case of RS cylinder, a finished treatment by emery paper was done to eliminate cavity contribution to vapor forming. Therefore it is difficult to occur the initial boiling then could result in the direct boiling transition from non-boiling to film boiling due to HSN. Consequently, the q cr values belonging to the second and third group are considerably affected by the surface conditions.
3 Effect of surface conditions on transient CHFs at various pressures in ethanol
4 Effect of surface conditions on the CHFs for various pressures at a subcooling of 60 K in ethanol
The q cr values versus the periods for a subcooling of 60 K at the pressures ranged from 494 to 1 082 kPa for cylinders with CS and RS are shown in Fig. 7 . As seen in the figure, the CHF values are clearly divided into three principal groups depending on the periods. The q cr values belonging to the first group with a period longer than around 1 s are expressed by Eq. (2) representing the CHF due to HSN even for the steady-state one. The curves of the q cr versus periods for cylinders with CS and RS almost agreed with each other. However, it is almost in- Fig. 7 The relation between q cr and τ for subcooling of 60 K at various pressures for the cylinders with CS and RS in ethanol dependent of pressure. The steady-state CHFs values for high subcooling at the pressures are also independent of the pressures. Sakurai et al. (6) has explained this fact by assuming that the transition to film boiling at the steadystate CHF occurs due to explosive-like HSN in FDNB regime as mentioned before. On the other hand, the q cr values belonging to the second group with a period shorter than around 0.1 s are approximately expressed by Eq. (3) as shown in the figure. They are also independent of pressure. At a pressure of 494 kPa, the minimum q cr values for periods of around 100 ms for a cylinder with CS and around 400 ms for a cylinder with RS are observed, respectively. As a result, a range in periods for the second group CHF for RS cylinder becomes wide in comparison with that of a CS cylinder within range in period tested here. It should be noted that the minimum q cr under the pressure of 494 kPa is observed about 14% of the corresponding steady-state CHF for the cylinder with CS, and about 11% of the corresponding steady-state CHF for a cylinder with RS. Therefore, it is observed that the trend of CHFs for period belonging to the second group is affected by the cylinder surface conditions. Eq. (3), though the q cr values for cylinders with RS become slightly higher with a decrease in period compared with that for a cylinder with CS.
The q cr values in relation to periods gradually increase with a decrease in period up to a maximum q cr from a corresponding steady-state q cr for a period of 20 s, then decreases down to a minimum q cr . Here, q cr of CS cylinder for a range in periods of the first group becomes wider in comparison with that for RS cylinder. In other words, the transition from the first group to the second group for RS cylinder occurs at longer period than that for CS cylinder. It means that a range in periods for q cr of the second group becomes wider. It should be noted that there exists an effect of surface condition on the CHF belonging to the second and third groups similar to ethanol.
Consequently, this research is to find the mechanism in the transient boiling CHF, which is confirmed that it depends on the HI and HSN. It is clarified that there exist two different CHF mechanisms related to the period, and the CHF for the shorter periods is affected by the cylinder surface conditions in highly wetting liquids such as ethanol and FC-72. And of course this, the CHFs belonging to the first group with the longer period are also classified into two mechanisms depending on the lower and higher subcooling, and it is assumed that the CHFs measured are not affected with the surface roughness tested here. It is suggested that more study on the diverse surface conditions such as the cavity size distribution and surface energy on the CHF is necessary for a wider range of subcoolings and pressures.
Conclusions
( 1 ) The transient CHFs were clearly existed into three groups in ethanol and FC-72 for the cylinders with CS and RS, though the values for the shorter periods belonging to the second group for the cylinder with CS were not observed in the case of water tested here except those for the saturated condition at around atmospheric pressure.
( 2 ) The transient CHFs belonging to the first group for longer periods at lower and higher subcoolings at the pressure tested obtained for the cylinder with RS, expressed by Eq. (1) representing CHF due to the HI, and Eq. (2) representing CHF due to the HSN, respectively, were similar to those obtained for the cylinder with CS. On the other hand, the second groups of CHFs for the shorter periods for each cylinder were approximately expressed by Eq. (3) which gave the theoretical conduction heat flux corresponding to a short period at the corresponding HSN surface superheat depending on the period, though the CHF values for RS cylinder existed at slightly higher than the CS cylinder.
( 3 ) The period range of the third group CHF for RS cylinder became narrow in comparison with that for CS cylinder. As a result, the period range of the second group CHF became wide in the range of the periods. The minimum CHF values for the longest period for the second group at each pressure were much lower than the corresponding steady-state CHF, and the minimum CHF values obtained for CS cylinder disagreed with those obtained for RS cylinder. Consequently, the CHF values belonging to the second and third group were considerably affected by the surface conditions.
